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Abstract
An analytical technique using integral equations for the transport of ion-optical intensiry
dism*butions  through magnetic systems is described. It can serve as an alternative to Monte-Carlo
simulations to calculate the time evolution of phase space dism’butions  of any given shape. Under
the asswnption of linear optics the solution of the integral equations can be reduced to convolution
products. One major application of this new approach is the fart calculation of the transmission
and purifzcation  of radioactive nuclear beams produced by projectile fragmentation.
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I. Introducfion

The time evolution  of a phase space distribution under a given set of constraints is often needed
in a broad variety of simulation problems. We describe in this paper a transport integral which
analytically defines such an evolution between initial and final phase space distributions. It can be
evaluated directly in some simple cases, but most of the time an analytical solution is not possible, and
a sampling simulation of the system has to be  performed using Monte-Carlo techniques.

One application of the transport integral is related to beam optics, where the knowledge of the
evolution of the phase space distribution is needed  at any time or, which is equivalent, at any position
on the beam line. For example, the uniform irradiation of a tumor rquires  a flat-shaped distribution as
a function of position, whereas typical beam profiles arc usually closer to a gaussian  shape. The
transport integral was used to calculate the conditions under which a gaussian  distribution could be
transfomcd  into a square  one [ 11.  For that particular problem, the intensity distribution at the final
position x is assumed to depend solely on the initial angle distribution II-J@),  and the transport integral
canbcwritten:
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